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ABSTRACT In light of the rapid advancements in big data and artificial intelligence applications,
heterogeneous computing (HGC) platforms that integrate diverse computing units have gained traction
with the aim of achieving energy efficiency and high performance. A custom topology-based optical
network-on-chip (ONoC) that provides unparalleled diversity between computing nodes is expected to
be the next-generation communication infrastructure for meeting the bandwidth and energy efficiency
requirements of HGC. One of the recent challenges in the field of ONoCs is to accelerate multicast routing
via wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), which dispatches data parallelly across non-interfering
wavelengths. The optimization of network throughput and laser power efficiency revolves around two
factors: the number of wavelengths and optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). Accordingly, we introduce
OSNR-aware wavelength allocation and branching methods for multicast routing (OWBM) tailored to an
HGC platform in a customized ONoC. OWBM increases the wavelength resource efficiency by establishing
independent routing paths in the partitioned destination nodes such that each routing path is guaranteed to be
prevented from overlapping among the partitions. Moreover, the adaptive branching mechanism of OWBM
adaptively selects path-based routing and OSNR-aware routing on the fly according to the wavelength
allocation cases, further augmenting the throughput and laser power efficiency. Consequently, OWBM
outperformed conventional tree- and path-basedmulticast approaches by elevating the average throughput by
47.39% and curbing the laser power consumption by up to 35.92% in various convolutional neural network
benchmarks. Comparedwith the existing ONoCwavelength allocation techniques, the OWBMdemonstrated
a maximum of 42.46% enhanced wavelength utilization on a 64-core HGC platform.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning kernel, heterogeneous computing platform, multicast routing, optical
network-on-chip, wavelength allocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the relentless growth of computer vision technology
beyond extended realities (XRs) and the ubiquity of artificial
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intelligence applications, the demand for energy-efficient
computational systems is increasing. With the advancements
in heterogeneous computing (HGC) platforms, general-
purpose central processing unit (CPU) architectures have
been developed to provide more versatile solutions tailored
to address this multifaceted computational landscape [1], [2].
Optical network-on-chip (ONoC) has emerged as a

promising innovation that provides a significant communi-
cation bandwidth of hundreds of gigabits per wavelength,
which cannot be achieved using electrical network-on-chip
(ENoC) [3], [4]. Furthermore, by harnessing the capability
of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), ONoCs can
provide scalable bandwidth with high energy efficiency
for the upcoming application demands. The presence of
diverse processors on an HGC platform invariably leads
to asymmetric data access patterns. Custom topology-based
ONoCs provide a robust solution to address these challenges.
The custom topology envisages a structural modification
approach by adapting an on-chip interconnect tailored to
massive asymmetric traffic. In particular, as the importance of
multicasting has increased in the latest deep neural network
(DNN) applications, the capability of ONoCs to handle
multicast requests has become essential for transmitting
multicast packets efficiently. In other words, the importance
of the ONoC multicast routing technique, which takes into
account both throughput improvement through ONoC and
multiple multicast response capabilities, has emerged.

Multicasting plays a pivotal role in accelerating paral-
lel processing and ensuring synchronization in distributed
computing systems. Several real-world applications, from
programming to server workloads, such as TPC-H [5] and
SPECweb99 [6], require concurrent management of multiple
instances. Moreover, other applications, including distributed
shared cache systems and various programming models
inherently consist of multiple multicasts [7]. Hence, there
is a growing demand for a network infrastructure that can
effectively provide multicast capabilities across a wide range
of applications, particularly in the context of the DNN, which
involve aggressive multiple multicast transmissions.

FIGURE 1. Example of data transmission in a hybrid ONoC.

Fig. 1 shows an example of data transmission in a hybrid
ONoC [8]. The electrical layer includes routers that have a

one-to-one correspondence with processing elements (PEs).
Data transmission is conducted through an optical layer
comprising optical routers controlled by electrical routers.
In an electrical router, control packets are transmitted through
metallic interconnects that physically connect the electrical
routers to the path setup of the optical routers. Because the
ONoC adheres to a circuit switching method that maintains
the communication path until teardown once set up, it differs
from packet switching-based ENoC routings [9], [10], [11].
In the electrical router of an ONoC, because a single packet
contains only the address information of the source and
destination necessary for controlling the optical elements,
the packet length is relatively short compared to that of
an ENoC. Accordingly, the deadlock problem caused by
several packets occupying the buffers across multiple routers
has not been addressed in ONoCs. The main challenges
of ONoCs are minimizing contention in multiple multicasts
and maximizing the worst-case optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR), which determines the laser source power.

• Reducing contention in multiple multicasts: When mul-
tiple source nodes request multicasts simultaneously,
collisions in multicasting are attributed to the shared use
of the same link at identical wavelengths. The conflict
problems caused by multiple multicasts can be effec-
tively resolved through dynamic wavelength allocation
and adaptive branching [12]. The wavelength allocation
technique, which assigns wavelengths for each optical
path on the fly under limited wavelengths, efficiently
mediates between overlapping paths. Moreover, adap-
tive routing technology that avoids overlapping routes
as much as possible and suggests alternative routes is
required.

• Enhancing worst-case (WC) OSNR: The attenuation
experienced by the optical signal as it passes through
the optical components and noise due to unintended
light leakage are combined in the OSNR [13]. The
laser source power is determined by the WC OSNR,
photodetector sensitivity, and laser wall-plug efficiency
(Le), and accounts for a large portion of the ONoC power
consumption [14]. Because Le and photodetector sensi-
tivity are not controllable owing to hardware constraints,
the WC OSNR is the main factor determining the
laser source power [15]. Because the OSNR is affected
by the optical components through which the optical
signal passes, the WC OSNR is determined using the
routing method under the given topology. Consequently,
a routing strategy that includes branching schemes that
considerWCOSNR is essential for the energy efficiency
of ONoC multicasting.

Addressing the intertwined challenges of contention in
multiple multicasts and WC OSNR is essential for achieving
efficient and robust ONoC multicasting solutions. There
is a pressing need for effective multicast routing solu-
tions that minimize wavelength usage and maximize the
OSNR. Accordingly, we introduce OSNR-aware wavelength
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allocation and branching methods for multicast routing
(OWBM), which is a novel approach tailored to custom
topology-based ONoCs that serve various DNN applications
causing aggressive multicasts. By separating the destination
partitions for each source node, OWBM ensures that the rout-
ing paths for each partition are distinctly non-overlapping.
The partitioning of destination nodes enhances the utilization
of a single wavelength across multiple partitions.

On the other hand, the hybrid multicast routing mechanism
of OWBM combines the strengths of both tree-based and
path-based multicast routings. By concurrently deploying the
Hamiltonian path-based routing table and the OSNR-aware
adaptive branching table, OWBM enables the establishment
of optical paths with an enhanced OSNR. Moreover, in the
event of a blockage by another signal path at a branching
point, the path-based routing table provides an alternative
course via a labeled path. The hybrid routingmethod provides
an excellent advantage in coping with frequent contentions
in multiple multicasts by providing alternatives to blockages,
while being oriented toward the communication of the
shortest path. In summary, in OWBM, hybrid routing and on-
the-fly wavelength allocation methods were proposed for the
purpose of improving path diversity and WC OSNR, thereby
enhancing throughput and reducing laser source power,
while increasing wavelength utilization to augment energy
efficiency. The main contributions of OWBM encompass
three key areas.

1) For ONOC multicast, OWBM highlights the advan-
tages of each routing method through path- and tree-
based hybrid routing.

2) Control packets experience lower waiting time in
multicasting processes by circumventing hot spots
through on-the-fly wavelength allocation.

3) OWBM employs a two-stage OSNR-aware port filter-
ing to select the port that maximizes the WC OSNR
during the multicast path selection process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, related work and the background on NoC
multicasting are described. A detailed description of the
OWBM is presented in Section III. Section IV presents the
evaluation of OWBM for various DNN benchmarks. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
Challenges with the WC OSNR and multiple multicast
collisions are resolved by implementing routing strategies
that include wavelength allocation and adaptive routing. The
routing strategies that determine how paths are branched and
routed are encapsulated within multicast routing methods.
Historically, these methods have been broadly divided into
two primary categories: tree- and path-based routing. In the
following sections, we will provide a comprehensive review
of notable studies that explore these two multicast routing
schemes within the NoC framework.

A. TREE-BASED ROUTING IN NoC
In tree-based routing, signals travel along a shared route to
reach different destinations, and then they are duplicated and
split by an optimal branching router. This type of routing
has the advantage of reduced network latency owing to its
shortest-path construction. However, a notable limitation is
the potential increase in waiting time if other signals hinder
replication at a specific branching point. Several techniques
have been proposed under this category: Virtual circuit tree
multicasting (VCTM) is proposed to form a multicast tree
via a virtual circuit table [16]. Although VCTM ensures
limited router latency during packet transmission, it poses
power efficiency challenges because the virtual circuit table
is pervasive across all routers.

An optimized tree (OPT) and a left-XY-right-optimized
tree (LXYROPT) were introduced in [17], which ensure a
deadlock-free environment by constraining the turn model
in mesh-based topologies. Their strength lies in the low
power consumption along with low latency achieved through
a straightforward algorithm; however, they did not address
multiple multicast environments. For example, because LXY-
ROPT divides destinations into two groups and combines
XY and YX routings, hold-and-wait packets frequently occur
when two or more multicasts share the same axis. A switch
tree-based algorithm (STBA) was proposed to configure a
multicast tree in a reconfigurable NoC [18]. By leveraging
both the Kruskal minimal spanning tree and the west-first
routing algorithm, STBA enhances power efficiency and
reduces latency.

B. PATH-BASED ROUTING IN NoC
Path-based routing offers the benefits of a straightforward
hardware implementation and prevents deadlocks by using
Hamiltonian paths for multicasts. The Hamiltonian path is
constructed via more routers rather than by establishing the
shortest path, thereby increasing the path setup time and
OSNRdegradation. However, this drawback can be overcome
by grouping destination nodes to formmultiple paths. Several
significant strategies under this mechanism include dual-path
(DP), multi-path (MP), and column-path (CP) [19], [20].
DP is a fundamental method in path-based multicast routing,
which divides destinations into two groups based on source
labels. However, as the network size increases, DP exhibits
limitations in terms of scalability.MP enhances the scalability
of multicast routing by clustering the destination nodes into
four groups. MP has an advantage of a shorter maximum path
length than DP because of its subdivided destination groups.
Moreover, CP further subdivides destinations using column
addresses to achieve heightened parallelism and diminished
packet latency.

Building on the foundations established by prior research
on path-based multicast routing, a noteworthy contribution
is the introduction of a deadlock-free adaptation of a dual-
path multicast algorithm tailored for mesh-based ENoCs,
as presented in [19]. However, DP has certain limitations in
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terms of adaptability to multicast routing. A consequential
downside is extended network latency stemming from the
prolonged route creation process inherent in the fixed routing
approach. To address these limitations, a routing protocol
for multicast and unicast (HAMUM) was introduced in [21].
By harnessing the Hamiltonian path, HAMUM facilitates
routing for both multicast and unicast traffic, thereby
enhancing efficiency. A salient feature of the HAMUM is
the network congestion awareness. HAMUM judiciously
assesses the congestion state of the input port, ensuring
that messages are routed through less crowded pathways to
achieve a balanced load distribution.

Tiwari et al. proposed a dynamic partition merging (DPM)-
based multicast routing algorithm. DPM was designed to
address deadlock situations by dividing the physical network
into high- and low-channel subnetworks [22]. The destination
node partitioning method of DPM helps prevent mixed turns
that could lead to deadlocks with improved throughput.
Kang et al. developed a path-based multicast routing for
neuromorphic processors (PMRNP), which segments NoC
nodes into clusters to leverage Hamiltonian paths for efficient
routing [23]. By managing multicast traffic, PMRNP results
in a marked decrease in the maximum transmission latency
while contributing to a substantial improvement in the
average throughput.

Although the latency and energy limitations caused by
heavy multicast in NoCs have been successfully addressed,
previous studies on multicast routing methods have focused
primarily on regular topologies, particularly around the
mesh topology. Multicast routing for customized NoCs
(MRCN) [24], lays out a multicast routing technique suitable
for custom ENoC topologies. MRCN proposes a routing
algorithm that adopts Hamiltonian path-based routing, labels
the routers of a custom topology, and performs adaptive
branching according to the buffer state. Although MRCN
shows high performance in ENoCs with guaranteed deadlock
prevention, it is difficult to apply it to ONoCs because
MRCN does not address the wavelength allocation and
OSNR challenges, which constitute a significant proportion
of ONoC performance.

Research has been conducted on hybrid routing methods
incorporating tree-based routing to mitigate the disadvan-
tages associated with the longest paths in path-based routing.
A tree- and path-based hybrid multicast routing algorithm
for NoC was proposed to improve network connectiv-
ity [25]. This hybrid multicast routing algorithm primarily
utilizes path-based routing by descending order of router
labels. Tree-based branching is employed when the buffer
of the downstream router has sufficient space. Similarly,
Wu et al. introduced a hybrid multicasting approach with
enhanced methods (HMEM) explicitly designed for mesh-
based NoCs [26]. By employing a heuristic path balancing
method (HPBM) and a node balancing (NB) strategy, HMEM
improved throughput while avoiding deadlocks. However,
hybrid routing approaches for ENoC still face the issue of
long hop counts inherent to path-based routing, which is

their foundational routing strategy to circumvent deadlock
problems.

In summary, while both tree- and path-based routing
techniques have advanced the field, a glaring oversight has
been the non-consideration of the OSNR, which considerably
impacts ONoC power consumption and bandwidth. In ONoC
environments with prevalent multicasts, overlapping com-
munication paths, and substantial laser power consumption,
a multicast routing approach that considers both wavelength
allocation and OSNR is essential. Consequently, we proposed
the OWBM that synergizes the strengths of both routing
methods and emphasizes the OSNR.

III. OWBM
In contrast to ENoCs, ONoCs exhibit significantly longer
setup and teardown times, particularly in high-traffic sce-
narios including DNN applications. The primary reason for
this is the circuit-switching characteristics of the ONoCs.
Uneven traffic patterns on HGC platforms exacerbate the
perceptible delays in ONoCs. Recognizing these inherent
characteristics of theONoC,we capitalized on the importance
of increasing path diversity, thus increasing the throughput
of the ONoC-based HGC platform while alleviating the
challenges associated with circuit switching.

On the other hand, the laser source power level should
be decreased as much as possible because it determines
the overall power budget of the ONoC; however, there is a
conflicting requirement to ensure a detectable OSNR at all
receiving nodes. Consequently, OSNR is a crucial design
consideration for ONoCs. The OSNR was determined by
assessing two key factors: the insertion loss (IL), which
quantifies the level of signal attenuation, and crosstalk noise,
which arises from interfering optical signals as a result of
the planar properties of the optical components. The IL and
crosstalk noise are caused by the crossing of signals due to
the planar structure of the optical elements, imperfections
in the optical elements, and scattering of the light signals.
Specifically, IL refers to the reduction in signal intensity
that occurs as light travels through an optical component
or medium, typically caused by absorption or reflection by
the material. Conversely, crosstalk noise arises when optical
signals overlap or interfere with one another, often because of
their close proximity in dense optical networks. Interference
due to crosstalk can significantly degrade the signal quality,
affecting communication effectiveness and reliability.

Typically, IL is considered a more influential factor in
the OSNR. Therefore, a routing strategy that prioritizes
the shortest path through the fewest optical components
is considered advantageous from the OSNR perspective.
Nonetheless, a study published in [27] revealed that the
shortest path is not always profitable because of the
possibility that crosstalk from neighboring nodes dominates
the OSNR. Hence, a routing strategy that considers both
the IL and crosstalk can maximize the energy efficiency of
ONoCs.
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FIGURE 2. OWBM policies to respond to the two major challenges.

The policies of OWBM designed to address these obser-
vations are illustrated in Fig. 2. Because the optical layer
performs passive operations controlled by the electrical layer,
OWBM focuses on designing electrical routers. In this
context, OWBM deploys hybrid multicast routing-based
adaptive branching as the first policy to resolve multiple
multicast collisions. Tree-based routing transmits a signal
by selecting one of the shortest paths from the source to
the destination node. Path-based routing complements tree-
based routing by providing branchable output ports when
the branching of tree-based routing is disallowed owing
to limited wavelengths. Consequently, path diversity can
be enhanced through the adaptive selection of two routing
schemes for each router, leading to a reduction in contention
in multiple multicast.

In scenarios in which multiple sources attempt routing,
waiting time can be significantly reduced if the sources are
presented with numerous alternative paths [28], [29], [30].
This approach allows the effective bypassing of paths already
set up, thereby minimizing the delays caused by waiting for
path availability. In this context, OWBM, which adopts an
adaptive selection of routing schemes, becomes particularly
advantageous. The strategy of OWBM,which combines path-
and tree-based routing schemes and leverages the concept of
path diversity. By maximizing the number of potential detour
paths and minimizing instances where occupied paths block
other potential signal routes, OWBM effectively reduces the
overall network latency. This is a critical aspect of OWBM,
distinguishing it from traditional routing methods that lack
such adaptive capabilities.

The second policy aims to search for a routing path
with the maximum OSNR through two-stage OSNR-aware
port filtering. The two filtering stages of OWBM pursue
the routing path with the maximum OSNR by prioritizing
the branching ports with the lowest noise, including the IL
and crosstalk. Further detailed explanations regarding the
operation of OWBM established in line with these policies
are provided in the following subsections.

In summary, OWBM addresses the multicast routing
method to improve the throughput and OSNR based on
two policies. In addition, the network wavelength utilization
increases through on-the-fly wavelength allocation, which
determines and maps wavelengths that have not been
assigned to adjacent routers. Because the static power
consumption for laser and MR tuning accounts for most of
the ONoC power consumption, increasing the wavelength
utilization contributes to improving throughput and reducing
packet delay with the same static power while enabling an
energy-efficient multicast response in ONoCs.

FIGURE 3. Procedure of OWBM initialization in design time.

A. INITIALIZATION
Fig. 3 shows OWBM initialization procedure during design
time. To facilitate a hybrid approach that combines path-
and tree-based routing schemes, OWBM builds the required
routing tables by labeling and partitioning the destination
nodes. Next, the auxiliary tables, IL flag table (IFT) and
crosstalk coefficient table (CCT), enumerating the IL and
crosstalk are created. Routing and auxiliary tables are utilized
to perform OSNR-aware routing by detouring congested
paths.

1) ROUTING TABLE GENERATION
First, router labeling was performed to facilitate node
partitioning while determining the Hamiltonian path. The
label of a router represents the order of the routing path
from the source to the destination, and serves as an index for
grouping the destination nodes.

Router labeling is performed to construct Hamiltonian
paths that visit all destination nodes exactly once from
the source node. As the number of links forming the
network topology increases, path diversity is enriched,
thereby increasing the probability of a Hamiltonian path
being constructed. Thus, in router labeling, prioritizing the
router with the lowest degree maximizes the number of links
across the remaining unlabeled routers [24]. Accordingly,
router labeling begin from the router with the lowest degree
among routers adjacent to the source node.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for router labeling of
OWBM. The router labeling algorithm receives a topology
graph TG as an input consisting of vertices and links. Target
source i is designated as the first label of lr i denoting the
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Algorithm 1 Router Labeling of OWBM
Input Topology graph TG {V (vertex set), L(link set)}
Output Labeled router set LR {lrs|lrs is labeled routers for source s}
1: for i = 1to|V | do // all vertices selected as the target source i
2: lr i(0) = i
3: index(0) = 1
4: while (lr i < |V |) do
5: Insert vertices adjacent to the vindex−1 into the temporal

vertex set Vtmp (vi is ith node of NoC, 1 ≤ I ≤ |V |)
6: Sort Vtmp in ascending order of router degree
7: check_ham = 0; // check if a Hamiltonian path formed
8: for j = 1to|Vtmp| do
9: if (vj /∈ lr i)
10: lr i(index) = vj
11: index + +

12: check_ham = 1
13: break
14: end if
15: end for
16: if (!check_ham) break
17: end while
18: end for

labeled router set (Line 2). The router labeling for i is repeated
until a Hamiltonian path is formed (Line 4).

The routers adjacent to the most recently labeled router
are sorted starting from the lowest degree (Lines 5-6).
Because a Hamiltonian path is not guaranteed to exist in a
custom topology, the check_ham variable is used to terminate
router labeling when more than one router cannot be labeled
(Line 7).

The unlabeled vertex, vi, is selected for labeling according
to the order of degrees using the pre-sorted vertex set Vtmp
(Lines 8-14). If the check_ham value is zero, this implies that
all adjacent routers are already included in the labeled router
set lr i. Therefore, it is determined that forming a Hamiltonian
path fails; thus, router labeling for i is terminated.

FIGURE 4. Example of (a) destination node partitioning and (b) routing
path candidates of TRT.

Fig. 4(a) shows when destination node partitioning is
performed with source router R1. Given that the router
adjacent to the source node serves as the entry router for
the respective partition, the total number of partitions is
determined by the degree of the source router. Because

the degree of the source router R1 is three, the number of
destination partitions for R1 is also three. As the routing paths
follow the order of the labels of the routers, the difference
between the labels of consecutive entrance routers, depending
on the order of the labels, is regarded as the associated
partition size. For example, the partition size containing
entrance router R6 becomes six because the label difference
between R12 and R6 is calculated to be six. Similarly, in the
case of a partition that includes entrance router R2, the
partition size becomes four by considering that the label
of the following entrance router is six. Since the labels of
the routers already contain all the elements required for
partitioning, destination node partitioning can bemergedwith
router labeling, thereby shortening the initialization time.

After destination node partitioning, a path-based rout-
ing table (PRT) and tree-based routing table (TRT) were
configured with partitioned routers. Such a dual-structured
table is devised to augment autonomy in route selection so
that OWBM offers alternative paths to mitigate congestion.
Because destination partitions already entail routing paths,
a PRT configuration is achieved without path search.

On the other hand, tree-based routing mandates data
transmission between the source and destination nodes via the
shortest path, which is distinct from path-based routing that
necessitates a Hamiltonian path encompassing all routers in a
sequential manner. In alignment with this criterion, a depth-
first search is executed from each source node to construct the
shortest path, thereby facilitating the generation of a TRT.

Inter-partition routing is not permitted to maximize
wavelength utilization by using the same wavelength for
each partition; thus, the routing path search of the TRT is
confined to each individual partition. In addition, given that
the packets are transmitted based on an adaptive selection
between the TRT and PRT in each router, routing paths that
violate the ascending order of labels are excluded from the
path search. Hence, the routing path of the TRT complies
with the ascending order of the labels within the partition,
thereby ensuring that path-based routing remains executable
after tree-based routing.

Fig. 4(b) shows an example of the routing path candidates
of the TRT fromR1 toR10. Routing paths p1, p2, and p3 are the
shortest paths passing through the fewest routers connecting
R1 andR10. Only p1, is accepted in the TRT because it belongs
to the same partition while maintaining the ascending order
of the labels.

By contrast, p2 and p3 violate the TRT rule because p2 does
not maintain the ascending order of the labels when moving
from R11 to R10, and p3 cannot be routed within the same
partition. The route computation stage in the NoC pipeline
can be simplified by selecting either the PRT or TRT.

2) IL FLAG TABLE GENERATION
When an optical signal propagates through a waveguide,
it encounters optical components, such as crossings, bends,
and MRs, resulting in an IL that attenuates the signal inten-
sity. The corresponding attenuation ratios for a waveguide,
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crossing, bending, OFF-state MR, and ON-state MR are
0.274 dB/cm, 0.005 dB/90◦, 0.04, 0.005, and 0.5 dB,
respectively [31], [32], [33], [34]. It has been observed that
an optical signal passing through an ON-state MR causes the
most significant attenuation, necessitating careful consider-
ation of routing design. Therefore, to minimize the IL due
to the ON-state MR, optical routers are generally designed
to pass through at most one ON-state MR, depending on the
connection between the input and output ports. For example,
Crux [37], an optical router specialized for XY routing in
mesh-based ONoCs, has 12MRs corresponding to the 12 port
connection cases, excluding YX turns.

Calculating the OSNR on the fly imposes a considerable
computational burden owing to both the storage requirements
for the floating-point IL coefficients and the computational
load involved in the IL calculations. To resolve these
challenges, OWBM employs an IL flag that serves as a
simplified indicator, denoting whether the signal traverses
an ON-state MR. If the optical signal passes through the
ON-state MR, the corresponding IL flag is configured with
a value of one. Otherwise, the IL flag is set to zero.
The computational cost of the OSRN can be significantly
reduced by using the composite IL flag values as a rough
approximation for the IL. Moreover, the flag-based approach
drastically reduces the storage space required to retain the
IL coefficients as well as the combinational logic for IL
calculations. For example, compared with the 16-bit floating-
point IL coefficient, storing the IL flag can reduce the size of
the IFT by 16 times.

3) CROSSTALK COEFFICIENT TABLE GENERATION
To calculate the crosstalk noise based on port mapping,
OWBM utilizes the linear optical device model (LODM)
and the computation method of optical signal propagation
(CMOP) proposed by Kim [35]. OWBM employs LODM
and CMOP to expedite the derivation of crosstalk noise
coefficients, which is significantly faster than the traditional
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods used in
optical simulators.

LODM streamlines the propagation of optical signals
through components into a linear model, facilitating fast
and precise signal strength calculations. CMOP applies an
interpolation technique to reduce the extensive computations
involved in MR resonance. The interpolation of the time dif-
ference betweenMR signal calculations per round trip adjusts
for round-trip time discrepancies caused by computation rate
synchronization.

To generate the CCT for OWBM, the 5 × 5 non-blocking
optical Cygnus router [36] was modeled using the LODM
approach. While LODM does not distinguish between noise
and signals, signals exiting any port other than the intended
output can be considered as noise. For the generation of CCT,
we calculated the ratio of the output optical signal power to
the input power in LODM using CMOP, and determined the
corresponding ratio as the crosstalk noise coefficient.

When calculating crosstalk noise, retaining the coefficients
for each potential port connection leads to significant area
overhead and massive computing resources. Thus, CCT
maintains the coefficients associated solely with the single
port connection scenarios. The cumulative crosstalk was
determined by referencing the active ports in the switch
matrix and summing the associated interference values. Noise
estimation involves the multiplication of the coefficients by
the amplitude of the undesired input signals.

When the intensity of optical signal coming from the ith

input port is Ii (1 ≤ i ≤ m, m is maximum port number), and
the output port to which the ith input port is routed is out(i),
the sum of the crosstalk noise at the jth output port, Xtalk j,
for CN i,out(i),j, which is the crosstalk noise coefficient from
ith input port to jth output port, is calculated as follows:

Xtalk j =

m∑
k=1

Ii · CN i,out(i),j, i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m} . (1)

Given the inherent challenges in the optical domain, measur-
ing the optical signal intensity directly at individual routers
is impractical. A standardized intensity of 1 was adopted
for all input signals to calculate the crosstalk. Consequently,
a simplified Xtalk j is derived using (2).

Xtalk j =

m∑
k=1

CN i,out(i),j, i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m} . (2)

Therefore, the runtime of adaptive branching (ADB) for
accessing the crosstalk of each output port was significantly
reduced because the multiplication of floating points was
not required in the crosstalk calculation. As a result, fast
derivation of crosstalk noise in an ADB is possible with
only a small-sized CCT and logic. Distinct from OWBM
evaluation, which requires precise crosstalk calculations, the
simplification of input signal intensity in calculating crosstalk
noise is used in the OSNR-aware port filtering phase of
OWBM.

FIGURE 5. Overall procedure of five-stage pipelines of OWBM.

B. ADB
The overall procedure for the pipeline operation of OWBM
is illustrated in Fig. 5. Among the pipeline stages, OWBM
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primarily focuses on the route computation stage, which is
directly involved in multicast routing consisting of ADB
and on-the-fly wavelength allocation (OWA). Based on
the lookup tables created during the initialization stage,
the OSNR and wavelength utilization were optimized by
implementing the ADB and OWA procedures governed
by the tables previously generated during the initialization
phase. ADB and OWA are integral components of the route
computation process within the pipeline stage of the router.

OWBM minimizes the path setup time and enhances the
OSNR by prioritizing tree-based routing via TRT, where
the optical signal passes through routers with minimum hop
counts. For example, in a 4 × 4 mesh-based ONoC, the hop
count of the longest path varies by up to nine depending on
the routing algorithm. Thus, assuming a five-stage pipeline,
OWBM can reduce the path setup time by up to 45 cycles
compared to path-based routing. In the ADB process, the PRT
provides alternative paths when the TRT is disallowed from
branching owing to the wavelength constraints occupied by
other multicast requests. Because the limitation in terms of
packet delay of tree-based routing, which allows branching
only at fixed nodes, is resolved by the adaptive selection
of the PRT, OWBM can effectively enhance the throughput
and energy efficiency of ONoC multicasts with on-the-fly
wavelength allocation.

The ADB is articulated in three steps: 1) branching
decision (BD), 2) IL-based port filtering (ILF), and 3)
crosstalk noise calculation and arbitration (CCA). In the BD
step, the port candidates in the TRT are searched to determine
whether there are any branchable ports for each destination
node of themulticast packet for the current source node. In the
ILF step, the IL flags in the TRT are searched to filter the
branchable output ports that undergo a relatively small IL.
CCA is performed if multiple ports had the same IL flag. The
crosstalk noise inserted from the undesired input ports into
the filtered output port according to each port-switching state
is calculated by referring to the CCT. Subsequently, CCA
determines the branching port with the lowest crosstalk noise.

ADB is conducted using the four tables TRT, PRT, IFT,
and CCT generated during the initialization phase of OWBM.
Fig. 6 depicts the general ADB process by OWBM when
the destination address is 7 among the multicast destination
addresses. In the BD step, when the source and destination
addresses and port number are 0, 7, and 0, respectively, the
TRT value is determined as 11000, resulting in the initiation
of the IFT step.

In the ILF stage, all the IL flags of output ports 11000 are
identified as 1. Thus, the OSNR of the two output ports
cannot be differentiated based on the IL level. The output
ports filtered by the ILF step initiate the CCA phase. In the
CCA stage, after calculating the crosstalk noise directed to the
two filtered ports, the output port with the lowest crosstalk
noise receives the highest priority during the CCA stage.
Accordingly, OWBM ensures the branching of the signal
along a path characterized by a superior OSNR.

FIGURE 6. Process of ADB when one of the multicast destinations is 7.

1) BD AND ILF
The first step of ADB determines whether a branchable port
exists in the TRT. Because the bit position of the TRT value
represents each branchable output port, if at least one bit
in the TRT is 1, the BD step activates the ILF. Otherwise,
a tree-based routing path does not exist in the current router.
Thus, path-based routing is conducted by referring to the PRT.
In conclusion, the DB step is compressed by searching the
port candidates of the TRT and simply passing them through
the OR gate, thereby enhancing the feasibility of the OWBM
implementation.
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FIGURE 7. Flowchart of ILF.

The flowchart of the ILF is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
objective of the ILF is to identify ports within the TRT that
lead to minimal IL by utilizing IL flags, thereby contributing
to the improvement of the OSNR. Beginning with a scan of IL
flags associated with port candidates of the TRT for OSNR-
sensitive filtering, multiple branchable ports with an IL flag
value of zero receive prioritization as branching ports. A zero-
valued IL flag indicates that an optical signal bypasses the
ON-state MR, leading to reduced IL. If only one port remains
after filtering, wavelength allocation is directly conducted,
bypassing the CCA. Otherwise, if multiple filtered ports have
the same IL flag, ranking the TRT port candidates using the
IL flags becomes infeasible; thus, the filtered output ports
proceed to the CCA stage.

2) CCA
In the CCA stage, OWBM calculates the crosstalk inserted
from the undesired input ports to the output ports filtered by
the ILF and preferentially selects one output port influenced
by the lowest noise as the CCA result. The crosstalk noise
coefficient in the CCT is determined using the filtered output
port and switch table as reference indices. Given that the CCT
contains only the crosstalk noise coefficient corresponding
to each single port-mapping scenario, the CCT area can be
significantly decreased. For example, storing only a single
port-mapping scenario reduces the memory space in the CCT
by approximately five times in a 5-port router compared to
storing all the port-mapping scenarios. CCA prioritizes the

output port with the lowest crosstalk noise among the output
ports filtered by the ILF. Finally, arbitration is performed
based on the filtered output port and corresponding priorities.
After the CCA phase, wavelength allocation is performed
according to the branching port. If the wavelength allocation
fails owing to other multicast requests, the CCA receives a
feedback signal from the wavelength allocation logic to select
the remaining output ports with subsequent priority.

FIGURE 8. Example of crosstalk noise calculation and arbitration when
the filtered output port is 00011 and two output port 1 and 2 is occupied
in 5-port router.

Fig. 8 depicts the CCA in a 5-port router when the
filtered output port derived by the ILF is 00011 and two
output ports, one and two, are occupied. As the two output
ports are simultaneously occupied by other multicasting
requests, the crosstalk noise coefficients corresponding to
the output ports are derived from the CCT using the switch
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table. Accordingly, Xtalk00001, the crosstalk noise for the
filtered output port 00001, is obtained by floating-point
summation of CN 1,2,1 and CN 5,3,1. Likewise, Xtalk00010 is
obtained as the sum of CN 1,2,2 and CN 5,3,2. By comparing
of Xtalk00001 and Xtalk00010, the priority of the filtered
output port is determined and delivered to a 5-bit arbiter.
The 5-bit arbiter then transmits the CCA results to the
wavelength allocator using the priority of the filtered
output.

If arbitration fails, tree-based routing through the TRT is
not permitted in the given wavelength allocation states; thus,
path-based routing is performed by referring to the PRT.
If wavelength allocation is disallowed by the pre-assigned
wavelengths for other multicast requests, the priority shift
signal is fed back to the arbiter of the CCA to attempt to
connect with another branching port.

C. OWA
In the early stages of multicast packet transmission, the
source node allocates wavelengths equal to the number
of destinations for each partition. OWBM reduces signal
contention by assigning different wavelengths using a round-
robin arbiter, while also improving wavelength utilization
by consistently allocating the same wavelength for each
destination partition. By leveraging the capability of des-
tination node partitioning, routing paths can be prevented
from overlapping among destination partitions, which allows
for identical wavelengths to be designated recurrently across
multiple partitions. During signal transmission from the
entrance router to the destination router, the OWA logic is
utilized in the route computation stage to properly distribute
the wavelength bundle assigned from the source node at each
branching point.

FIGURE 9. OWA logic.

The OWA logic is depicted in Fig. 9 when the number
of available wavelengths is W , and the number of router
ports is P. The OWA logic is designed to map the input port
wavelengths to the output ports based on the CCA result
for adaptive branching. Therefore, the wavelength allocation
states of the downstream router for each port are transmitted
to the adjacent upstream router. OWA logic preserves only
the wavelength allocation state corresponding to the CCA
result using multiplexers that use the CCA results as control
signals. Accordingly, the CCA results, which were composed
of binary positional code, were encoded to binary digit code
to control the multiplexers.

In the wavelength allocation state, the bit position cor-
responding to the allocated wavelength is denoted by one.
Consequently, the wavelength allocation state is toggled
using a W -bit inverter. Thus, the bit position represents the
assignable wavelength. As the toggled wavelength allocation
state and wavelengths of the input port pass through the
AND gate, assignable wavelengths are selected from among
the input port wavelengths. The selected wavelengths are
passed through a round-robin arbiter. Then, an arbitrary
wavelength is registered in the wavelength port mapping
table. If the OWA fails because the wavelength arbitration
result overlaps with the wavelengths pre-assigned by other
multicasts, the wavelength port mapping table requests an
alternative wavelength from the round-robin arbiter. If there
are no more assignable wavelengths for the CCA results,
a priority shift signal is transmitted to the arbiter in the
CCA to request other branchable ports. These two types of
feedback loops improve the capability of OWBM to cope
with congestion by providing various wavelength alternatives
along with detour routes.

For example, suppose that the W and CCA results are
four and 00001, respectively, in the 5-port router. In this
case, thewavelength allocation state of the downstream router
connected to the first port (00001) is loaded as the output
of the multiplexer. If the wavelength allocation state of the
corresponding downstream router is 1100 and the wavelength
of the input port is 1111, the third and fourth wavelengths are
blocked by passing the AND gate; thus, the arbiter receives
0011 as input. Consequently, the first and secondwavelengths
are determined as the available wavelengths to be allocated.
If the priority of the first wavelength is higher than that of
the second wavelength, OWBM attempts to register the first
wavelength in the wavelength port mapping table. If the first
wavelength is already assigned to other multicast requests,
then the second wavelength with the following priority
attempts to be recorded. If the second wavelength is available
for allocation, the wavelength port mapping table is updated
with the termination of the OWA.

Fig. 10 shows the entire route computation flow fromADB
to OWA. The BD stage involves searching for the TRT and
transmitting the resulting output ports to the ILF stage. If the
TRT search cannot find any output port, tree-based routing is
considered as infeasible, and path-based routing is performed
instead. If only one TRT result exists, then the routing process
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FIGURE 10. Overall flow of route computation of OWBM.

migrates directly to the OWA stage, bypassing the ILF and
CCA stages. During the ILF stage, the TRT results are filtered
based on the IL. If only one filtered result is obtained, the
CCA stage is omitted. Otherwise, the process proceeds to the
CCA stage. In the CCA stage, the crosstalk noise is calculated
for each filtered output port, and the port with the lowest
crosstalk is prioritized.

In the OWA stage, the process involves determining
and arbitrating the available wavelengths. If a wavelength
arbitration fails, there are two possible courses of action.
If the failure is due to the CCA results, lower-priority ports
from the CCA arbitration stage can be chosen as alternatives;
thus, OWA require to repeat the CCA process. Alternatively,
if wavelength arbitration fails based on the ILF results and
there are no other TRT alternatives, path-based routing is
executed immediately. The path-based routing stage activates
the PRT and searches for the corresponding LUTs. Similar
to the TRT results, the PRT results also underwent OWA,
resulting in the final routing result.

IV. EVALUATION
To assess OWBM, which proposes hybrid multicast routing
with an on-the-fly wavelength allocation method, it was
compared with conventional tree- and path-based routing
schemes in terms of throughput, energy consumption, and
wavelength utilization. ADB and OWA enhance throughput
by addressing contention from multiple multicasts and opti-
mizing energy efficiency. Therefore, throughput and energy
consumption metrics were adopted as key indices to assess

the performance of the hybrid routing and OSNR-aware
two-stage port filtering in OWBM. LXYROPT [17], routing
and wavelength assignment for distribution-based multiple
multicasts (RWADMM) [38], routing and wavelength assign-
ment algorithms using multiple multicast relationship graphs
(RWMMRG) [39], MP [19], and MRCN [24] were adopted
as comparison groups. The comparison groups encompass
diverse tree-based and path-based routing techniques, facil-
itating a comprehensive assessment of OWBM performance.
LXYROPT, MP, and MRCN, which focus on multicasting
for ENoCs, addressed routing algorithms irrelevant to the
wavelength allocation. Therefore, the comparison groups
LXYROPT, MP, and MRCN were applied to the ONoC by
assuming that the optimal wavelengths were allocated.

CNN models, with their frequent matrix operations,
high data reusability, and repetitiveness, exhibit the highest
intensity of multicast among AI applications, ensuring an
appropriate evaluation of the multicast algorithms of the
OWBM and comparison groups. The visual geometry group
(VGG) at Oxford University developed two types of CNNs:
VGG-16 with 16 layers and VGG-19 with 19 layers [40].
VGG-16, VGG-19, and ResNet [41], which are widely used
in computer vision for tasks such as image classification,
object detection, video recognition, andmedical image analy-
sis, have more convolution layers than other CNNs, resulting
in a higher multicast frequency. Hence, VGG networks
and ResNet were adopted as application benchmarks for
evaluating the multicast routing algorithms. ResNet uses skip
connections in the residual blocks to effectively counteract
vanishing gradients.

In CNNs, the selection of data to be stored in the PE buffer
for data reusability leads to different data flow strategies:
weight stationary (WS), output stationary (OS), and row
stationary (RS) [42]. In the RS strategy, every PE is equipped
with three types of buffer that can store input feature maps
(ifmaps), filters, and partial sums. The stored ifmaps and
filters in PEs are sequentially used in convolution operations,
which is a characteristic feature of RS that results in high data
reusability. In particular, RS exhibited a tendency to increase
the multicast intensity as the network size increased, with a
proportional increase in PE buffers storing identical multiple
ifmaps. Thus, the RS data flow was adopted to evaluate the
multicast routing schemes, including the OWBM.

The gem5-gpu [43], which integrates gem5 with GPGPU-
Sim, was used to analyze the HGC platform, which combines
CPUs andGPUs in terms of throughput, energy consumption,
and wavelength utilization. The gem5 [44] is a configurable
C++-based simulator that simulates the operation of a full
system consisting of a CPU, memory, and an I/O device.
GPGPU-Sim [45] was specifically tailored to model the
parallel execution behavior and performance of general-
purpose computations running on GPUs. The extended WC
OSNR searching algorithm (EWOSA) [15], a C++-based
OSNR estimator, was combined with gem5-gpu to evaluate
the WC OSNR owing to massive multicast. The adaptive
scan range of the EWOSA is a key feature that efficiently
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filters out signals that significantly influence the IL and
crosstalk in the current optical signal path. The EWOSA
streamlines identify the worst-case OSNR and reduce the
required computational time. Accordingly, the flexibility and
scalability of EWOSA are particularly suitable for multicast-
supporting ONoCs using WDM, thus assisting in evaluating
the WC OSNR performance of multicast routing techniques,
including OWBM. Consequently, the EWOSA provides a
reliable foundation for the performance analysis of the
OWBM in the ONoC. This integration was facilitated by the
common use of C++ in both gem5 and EWOSA, which
simplified the addition of the WC OSNR analysis code of
EWOSA to the C++ headers of the RUBY network.
However, integrating Verilog code for area and power

analysis poses a challenge because of its hardware design
language nature, which differs significantly from the pro-
gramming languages in our simulation environment. Con-
sequently, we implemented the electrical router separately
in the register-transfer level (RTL) code, underscoring the
hardware implementation complexity involved in the logic
area and power consumption.

TABLE 1. Specifications of optical devices.

The specifications of the optical devices for WDM are
listed in Table 1. Considering the wavelength utilization
and frequency of multiple multicast requests, the maximum
number of wavelengths was determined to be four. The lowest
wavelength is assumed to be 1550 nm, the free spectral
range (FSR) is 30 nm, and the Q factor is 9000 in a WDM-
based ONoC using four wavelengths. Thus, the interference
intensity between neighboringMRs can be obtained as 5.30×
10−4. Owing to the absence of a library of optical devices
using consistent technology, the optical layer was simulated
by incorporating studies on each optical device. The hardware
constraints affecting the laser source power decisions are
the photodetector sensitivity (Ps), power margin, and Le.
To ensure reliability, the optical signal intensity must be
higher than the photodetector sensitivity. If we consider the
total worst-case insertion loss IL total and crosstalk noise
CN total , the signal intensity Si emitted from the laser must
exceed the sensitivity of the photodetector after accounting
for IL total and CN total as follows:

Si · (1 − IL total) − CN total ≥ Ps. (3)

CN total indicates the combined crosstalk noise induced
throughout the entire optical signal propagation path, includ-
ing the IL of crosstalk. In this scenario, Si can be derived from
the product of laser power consumption and Le. Because IL
and crosstalk are the only variables that can be optimized
through the routing algorithm, reducing the IL total and
CN total is the primary focus of our proposed two-stage
OSNR-aware port filtering technique in OWBM.

In addition, the MR heater undergoes heat-based tuning
such that it can resonate at an appropriate wavelength.
Therefore, the MR heating power is calculated as a static
value proportional to the total number of MRs in the network.

For the MR modulator, attenuation α is 0.972, coupling
ratio r is 0.954, and the length is 10.5µm in the structure used
in [48], whose insertion loss is −2 dB in the ON-state and
−12 dB in the OFF-state. For the MR switch, the attenuation
of each phase shifter is 0.997, the coupling ratio is 0.984, and
the length is 10.0 µm in the structure used in [34] and [49],
whose insertion losses were−0.04 dB at the through port and
−0.5 dB at the drop port.

An optical transceiver with a bandwidth of 10 Gb/s per
wavelength is used as the optical network interface [4].
Except for OWBM, the remaining comparison groups used
an electrical router with 5-stage pipelines consisting of buffer
write, route computation, switch allocation, switch traversal,
and link traversal, with an operating clock frequency of
1 GHz. Considering the computation time of the ADB and
OWAwith clock frequency, route computation was separated
into two stages so that the six-pipelined electrical router was
assumed for OWBM.

TABLE 2. Loss and noise coefficients of optical components.

The IL and crosstalk noise coefficients of the optical
components are listed in Table 2. To generate the CCT,
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we established an optical signal transmission environment
among the optical components in a single router using the
Verilog-AMS. The crosstalk noise coefficients associated
with the single port mapping cases were configured in the
lookup table for the CCA. Because the IFT was created
by considering the ON-state MR without referring to the
IL coefficients, the IL coefficients were used only for the
estimation of the WC OSNR.

TABLE 3. Processing unit and memory specifications.

TABLE 4. HGC platform architecture configurations.

Table 3 lists the processing unit and memory specifications
of multicore CPUs, GPUs, and memory controllers (MCs).
Each GPU tile comprised four unified shaders, and it was
assumed that the last-level cache of the MC functioned as an
L2 cache shared by all CPU and GPU tiles. The configuration
of the HGC platform is listed in Table 4. To evaluate the
OWBM in a high multicast intensity environment, the ratio
of GPU tiles performing CNN operations was assumed to
be relatively higher than that of other tiles. Because all
multicast routing techniques, except OWBM andMRCN, are
specialized for the mesh topology, an HGC platform based
on the mesh topology was assumed for a fair comparison.
Accordingly, Cygnus [36], a non-blocking 5 × 5 switch for
the mesh topology, was used as the optical router in the HGC
platform simulations.

Additional experiments were conducted on the torus
topology to demonstrate the topological versatility of the
OWBM beyond the mesh structure. Among the comparison
groups of OWBM, the routing algorithms extendable to the
torus include RWADMM and MP. RWADMM defines four
theorems based on the x- and y-axis relationships between
the source and destination using routing paths such as XY,
YX, XYX, and YXY. The theorems of the RWADMM remain
applicable to torus expansion. Similarly, the destination node

partitioning strategy of the MP based on the source router
coordinates exhibits strengths in the torus topology, where
the center and corner nodes are indistinguishable. The MP
in the torus topology maintained cluster sizes at a quarter of
the network size, offering shorter and longer paths than the
mesh.

A. INITIALIZATION TIME ANALYSIS
The initialization of the OWBM refers specifically to the
pre-configuration phase of the design stage. Thus, the initial-
ization stage is distinct from the operational initialization of
the routers within the network. This process involves creating
routing tables beforehand using a C++-based dedicated
program. The initialization simulation time was evaluated on
a robust server setup, which featured a 22-core Intel CPUwith
a 3.6 GHz clock frequency and 512 GB of DRAM.

TABLE 5. Simulation time for generating required tables in initialization.

Table 5 lists the time required to generate the four
tables during the initialization phase. The path labeling and
destination node partitioning necessary for PRT and TRT
generation are encompassed within the PRT generation time,
thus leading to a longer simulation time for the PRT than
for the TRT. TRT generation, based on a depth-first search
with O(n) complexity in a mesh topology where each node
has a degree of five, demonstrated a tendency of tripling the
simulation time with each doubling of the core count. This
significant increase in the O(n) complexity is attributed to the
more complex and varied task scenarios encountered when
searching for the shortest path as the core count increases.

The generation times for the IFT and CCT are consistent
across all network sizes and are solely dependent on the
type of optical router used. The IFT configured based on the
MR state mapping without separate coefficient calculations
required the least time for generation. In addition, the
generation of the CCT, facilitated by a linear optical device
model enabling rapid crosstalk coefficient calculations for a
5 × 5 optical router, requires less than a minute.

In summary, the OWBM facilitated the generation of all
the necessary tables for the design of electrical routers in a
64-core HGC platform within just a few dozen minutes.

B. ONoC PERFORMANCE ESTIMATIONS REGARDING
THROUGHPUT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The multicast routing schemes LXYROPT, RWADMM,
RWMMRG, MP, MRCN, and OWBM were evaluated in
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terms of throughput, WC OSNR, and wavelength utilization.
Wavelength utilization refers to the proportion of total
bandwidth occupied by the wavelengths employed across
all links, normalized over the simulation time. This metric
quantifies the efficiency of the available wavelengths for
transmitting data within the network. The WC OSNR was
calculated as a factor that determines the laser source power.
The laser source power was integrated with the MR heating
power and throughput to derive the energy per bit of the
NoC. All multicast routing methods were simulated using
gem5-gpu by recording data movement as a task graph while
repeatedly running the given CNN benchmarks on a mesh-
based HGC platform.

As shown in Table 6, the throughput, WC OSNR,
and wavelength utilization in the 16-, 32-, and 64-core
HGC platforms with the VGG-16, VGG-19, and ResNet
benchmarks were determined using the gem5-gpu simulator.
As the number and size of convolutional layers increased
from VGG-16 to ResNet, the multicast intensity increased.
In the mesh-based VGG-16 benchmark of the 16-core HGC
platform, the OWBM improved the throughput by 43.36,
16.05, 11.17, 33.01, and 5.88% over LXYROPT, RWADMM,
RWMMRG, MP, and MRCN, respectively. As the mul-
ticast intensity increased, the throughput improvement of
the OWBM increased. In the ResNet benchmark of the
mesh-based 16-core HGC platform, the OWBM throughput
increased by 49.13, 14.83, 13.16, 19.44, and 10.98% com-
pared to those of LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP,
and MRCN, respectively. In the process of OWBM checking
the wavelength allocation state of adjacent routers and
assigning connectable wavelengths on the fly, the throughput
was improved by increasing the wavelength utilization as
the multicast intensity deepened. Meanwhile, coupled with
the balance of computing, memory, and communication
factors, ONoC throughput tendencies vary nonlinearly with
network size, thus illustrating some atypical observations.
For instance, in the VGG-16 benchmark with LXYROPT, the
32-core HGC platform surpassed the 64-core HGC platform
in terms of throughput.

An increase in the number of cores in the mesh-based HGC
platform caused an increase in the number of CPU and GPU
tiles, thereby expanding the range and strength of multiple
multicasts. Accordingly, the throughput enhancement of
OWBM with high contention capability tended to intensify
as the network size increased. In the mesh-based 16-core
HGC platform, the throughput of the OWBM improved by an
average of 46.63, 16.45, 14.86, 22.39, and 5.81% over those
of LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP, and MRCN,
respectively. In the mesh-based 64-core HGC platform with
a larger network size, the throughput of OWBM improved
by an average of 55.00, 28.21, 11.99, 20.26, and 2.75%
over those of LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP,
and MRCN, respectively. In summary, OWBM showed the
highest capability in response to multiple multicasts, with
the highest scalability of the network size compared to the
other multicasting techniques. Moreover, owing to the circuit

switching of the ONoC, where the bandwidth of the optical
transceiver has a dominant effect on the throughput rather
than the path setup time, the overhead due to the increase in
the pipeline stage of OWBM was negligible. The throughput
analysis underscores the efficacy of OWBM, balancing the
intricate trade-offs between the OSNR, delay, and loss ratio
to optimize network performance.

For the torus-based HGC platform with the VGG-16
benchmark, the throughput of the OWBM improved by an
average of 27.55, 38.97, and 7.45% compared to those of
RWADMM, MP, and MRCN, respectively. The throughput
enhancement was more pronounced in high multicast inten-
sity ResNet applications.

LXYROPT, RWADMM, and RWMMRG, which use tree-
based routing via the shortest paths, have a lower WC
OSNR than MP and MRCN because of their relatively
small IL. In the VGG-16 benchmark of the mesh-based
16-core HGC platform, the WC OSNR of LXYROPT,
RWADMM, RWMMRG was 4.04, 1.51, and 0.93 dB higher
than that of MP, respectively. The OWBM, which integrates
the advantages of tree- and path-based routing, generally
showed a higher WC OSNR than the tree-based routings
RWADMM and RWMMRG. In the mesh-based 16-, 32-,
and 64-core HGC platforms, OWBM had WC OSNRs
that were 1.07, 0.89, and 0.28 dB higher on average than
RWMMRG, respectively. Overall, in the mesh-based 32-core
HGC platform, OWBM showed an average of 0.13, 0.89,
1.89, and 1.33 dB higher WC OSNR than RWADMM,
RWMMRG, MP, and MRCN, respectively. The OSNR-
aware port filtering of the OWBM resulted in a higher WC
OSNR compared to the tree-based routings RWADMM and
RWMMRG, which transmit packets only over the shortest
paths. In contrast, LXYROPT had the lowest crosstalk
noise because it had the fewest routing paths that could
communicate simultaneously, owing to low path diversity.
Additionally, shorter signal paths in LXYROPT imply that
fewer optical components are involved, thereby reducing
the insertion loss and further enhancing the WC OSNR.
As a result, LXYROPT, with fewer simultaneous signal
connections and emphasis on shortest-path communications,
achieved a higher WC OSNR than the OWBM.

In contrast to the mesh topology, the WC OSNR gap
between the multicast routing techniques was less pro-
nounced for the torus topology. Because of the interconnected
edge routers in the torus topology, which significantly
shorten the longest path compared to the mesh topology, the
shortened signal path results in diminished IL and crosstalk
noise. In conclusion, if the cost associated with increased
waveguide lengths in the torus topology is manageable,
a torus topology with higher WC OSNR can offer better
energy efficiency than a mesh topology, particularly for
reducing the laser source power.

By contrast, on the torus-based 64-core HGC platform, the
wavelength utilization of OWBM was improved by 30.74,
36.85, and 16.51% compared with those of RWADMM,
MP, and MRCN, respectively. The higher path diversity
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TABLE 6. Network performance comparison in 16-, 32-, 64-core HGC platform with VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet applications.

of OWBM allows for a varied selection of connectable
paths along with an on-the-fly wavelength allocation method
that efficiently identifies available wavelength candidates,
leading to the highest wavelength utilization.

In summary, the enhanced connectivity of the torus
topology, in contrast to the mesh topology, improves
the throughput and wavelength utilization capabilities of
OWBM. However, as the longest path became shorter in the
torus than in the mesh, the OSNR improvement of OWBM
decreased.

The normalized wavelength utilizations of OWBM with
the comparison group on the mesh-based 16-, 32-, and
64-core HGC platforms are shown in Fig. 11. OWBM,
which allocates wavelengths on the fly to each branch
point in the route computation stage, exhibits the highest
wavelength utilization among multicast routing schemes.
In the VGG-16 benchmark of the 16-core HGC platform,
the wavelength utilization of OWBM was 35.65, 10.56,
9.48, 33.67, and 9.83% higher than those of LXYROPT,
RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP, and MRCN, respectively.
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FIGURE 11. Normalized wavelength utilization comparison in (a) 16-core
(b) 32-core (c) 64-core HGC platform with the mesh topology.

LXYROPT and MP, which communicate through a fixed
routing path according to the destination group, have low
path diversity and severe overlap of multiple paths; thus,
in most cases, a single wavelength cannot be used for
multiple paths. As a result, the wavelength utilization of the
LXYROPT and MP tended to be significantly lower than that
of the OWBM. RWADMM and RWMMRG proposed four
routing paths, XY, YX, XYX, and YXY, in addition to pre-
allocating all wavelengths at the source before attempting
routing. Thus, they showed higherwavelength utilization than
LXYROPT. However, RWADMM and RWMMRG cannot
surpass the wavelength utilization of OWBM,which searches
all available paths and assigns wavelengths on the fly.

In particular, the improvement in thewavelength utilization
of OWBM was intensified on the HGC platform with
a large network size, where the multicast intensity and
network complexity increased. In the VGG-16 benchmark
of the 64-core HGC platform, OWBM had 42.46, 20.28,
9.29, 32.18, and 19.01% higher wavelength utilization
than LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP, and MRCN,
respectively. A hybrid routing technique combining tree- and
path-based routing contributes to OWBM scalability as the
network size increases.

Meanwhile, as the multicast intensity increases from
the VGG networks to the ResNet benchmark, the gap
in wavelength utilization between the multicast routing
schemes decreases. In the VGG-16 benchmark, OWBM
had averages 38.76, 13.45, 8.82, 28.07, and 13.96% higher
than those of LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP,
and MRCN, respectively. In the ResNet application, the
wavelength utilization of OWBM increased by an average
of 32.97, 10.28, 17.02, 22.01, and 4.82% compared with
those of LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG, MP, and
MRCN, respectively. This decrease in wavelength utilization
differences occurred because as the number of links using the
four maximum wavelengths increased, the overall network
reached saturation, and the gap between each multicast
routing technique decreased. Because the MRCN assumed
optimal wavelength allocation, the MRCN characterized by
high path diversity showed a slight difference from OWBM.
If a practical wavelength allocation logic such as OWBM
is inserted into the MRCN, the difference in wavelength
utilization is expected to widen further.

Fig. 12 shows the normalized latency per bit for the
mesh-based 16-, 32-, and 64-core HGC platforms. The
MRCN and OWBM, which propose many alternative
routes through adaptive branching along with destination
partitioning, generally exhibit lower latencies than tree-
based routing. This tendency intensified in ResNet, which
had the highest multicast intensity. For example, in the
32-core HGC platform within the VGG-16 application, the
latencies of MRCN and OWBM were 18.40 and 23.90%
lower on average, respectively, than those of the tree-based
routing schemes LXYROPT and RWADMM. In the ResNet
benchmark, MRCN and OWBM showed average latencies
that were 28.17 and 31.09% lower than those of LXYROPT
and RWADMM, respectively.

Meanwhile, the latency of OWBM was lower than that
of the MRCN by an average of 5.34, 6.41, and 2.52%
on the 16-, 32-, and 64-core HGC platforms, respectively.
OWBM exhibited a relatively lower latency than the MRCN
because it maximized the path diversity through tree-based
routing comparedwithMRCN,which only performs adaptive
branching based on path-based routing. Overall, OWBM
showed an average of 32.32, 22.45, 17.19, 25.11, and 6.41%
lower latency than LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG,MP,
and MRCN, respectively, on the 32-core HGC platform. The
latency decrease in OWBM is considered to be an effect of
ADB which deploys hybrid multicast routing.
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FIGURE 12. Normalized latency per bit comparison in (a) 16-core
(b) 32-core (c) 64-core HGC platform with the mesh topology.

An energy per bit comparison for the 16-, 32-, and 64-
core HGC platforms with mesh topology is described in
Fig. 13. Tree-based multicast routing schemes, which aim
for communication along the shortest path, have a higher
OSNR than the MP and MRCN schemes, contributing to
a reduction in the laser source power. Accordingly, on the
16-core HGC platform, the energies per bit of LXYROPT,
RWADMM, and RWMMRG were lower than those of MP
and MRCN. However, as the number of cores increased, the
packet latency of MRCN decreased dramatically, as more
alternative routes were presented. Hence, the MRCN, which
presents high congestion response ability, showed better
energy efficiency than tree-based multicast routing schemes.
For example, on the 64-core HGC platform, the energy per

FIGURE 13. Energy per bit comparison in (a) 16-core (b) 32-core
(c) 64-core HGC platform with the mesh topology.

bit of theMRCN in ResNet was 25.67 and 10.61% lower than
that of LXYROPT and RWADMM, respectively.

In the 16-core HGC platform, the OWBM showed an
average of 28.23, 33.00, 23.56, 11.64, and 13.21% lower
energies per bit than LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG,
MP, and MRCN, respectively. When the network size
is small, the congestion owing to multiple multicasts is
relatively low. Hence, the advantages of OWBM and MRCN,
which avoid congestion through adaptive branching on the
fly, are not extensively highlighted in small-sized networks.
However, on the 64-core HGC platform, OWBM showed
an average of 8.53, 23.94, 12.64, 22.26, and 33.39% lower
energy per bit than LXYROPT, RWADMM, RWMMRG,
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MP, and MRCN, respectively. Consequently, the decrease
in the average packet latency due to the adaptive branching
of OWBM contributed to the overall energy consumption
reduction.

Meanwhile, as the size of the convolutional layer increased
from VGG-16 to ResNet and the multicast intensity
increased, the reduction in packet latency due to contention
avoidance through ADB was maximized. On the 32-core
HGC platform, the energy consumption of OWBM was
21.43 and 22.11% lower than that of RWMMRG for VGG-
16 andVGG-19, respectively. In the ResNet benchmark of the
32-core HGC platform, the OWBM had 30.57% less energy
per bit than the RWMMRG. In conclusion, OWBM showed
the highest energy efficiency among the multicast routing
methods.

C. AREA AND POWER ESTIMATIONS OF ELECTRICAL
ROUTERS
The Synopsys Design Compiler® tool with the TSMC
40 nm process library was used to analyze the electrical
routers of OWBM and baseline with and without multicast
routing support. Dynamic power analysis was performed
on the components of an electrical router for the VGG-16
application using the switching activity interchange format
(SAIF). We measured the area and power consumption of
4- and 5-port electrical routers, which are widely used
in both regular and customized topologies. The electrical
router architecture of OWBM was estimated by comparing
it with the wormhole routing-based electrical router (WER)
proposed by Mo et al. as the baseline [8]. WER involves
the transmission of control packets in the electrical router
prior to the path setup in the optical router. The WER then
sends MR control signals to map the input and output ports
of the optical router according to the corresponding ports.
For a fair comparison, the WER was expanded to resemble
a typical electrical router by adding the logic required for
switch allocation and route computation, therebymaintaining
a 5-stage pipeline.

Table 7 lists the area measurements by component for the
4- and 5-port routers. The electrical router of the ONoC for
MR control does not contain data in the packet. Therefore,
the first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer depth of the ONoC router
is relatively lower than that of the router in ENoC. Because
PRT, TRT, IFT, and CCT were inserted into the routing
logic of OWBM, the area of OWBM increased by 2.26 and
2.24 times at 4- and 5-port routers, respectively, compared to
the baseline. The increase in the number of ports led to an
increase in the area of LFT and CCT due to the expansion
of the port mapping scenarios. However, because the routing
table does not depend on the number of ports, the area
overhead of the routing logic is alleviated.

Because the wavelength port mapping table is involved
in the switch allocator by storing the wavelength allocation
states, OWBM occupied areas 13.60 and 7.90% larger than
the switch allocator of the baseline at ports 4 and 5,
respectively. In the crossbar switch of OWBM, the branching

TABLE 7. Area analysis of the electrical router of baseline and OWBM.

unit is integrated for packet duplication, so that identical
packets can be transmitted to multiple ports simultaneously.
Hence, the branching unit increased the area of OWBM by
approximately 35.36% compared with that of the baseline.
Overall, the total area of the electrical router in OWBM
increased by 21.88 and 18.66% at ports 4 and 5, respectively,
compared with that of the baseline. Because OWBM includes
routing tables and OWA logics that are not proportional to the
number of ports, the overhead of multicast routing tends to be
alleviated as the number of ports increases.

TABLE 8. Power comparison of baseline and OWBM.

The static and dynamic power consumptions of the routers
at ports 4 and 5 are presented in Table 8. In the area estimation
of the electrical router, OWBM uses router components with
a larger area than the baseline. According to this trend,
the static and dynamic power consumptions are also higher
than that of the baseline. In the 4-port router, the static and
dynamic power consumptions of the OWBM electrical router
were 11.84 and 46.48% higher than those of the baseline,
respectively. Because the LFT, CCT, and branching units are
proportional to the number of ports, the power consumption
of OWBM increases as the number of ports increases. In the
5-port router, the static and dynamic power consumptions
of OWBM increased by 4.20 and 11.41%, respectively,
compared with those of the baseline. The reduction in the
power consumption overhead in 5-port router is interpreted
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as an effect of the routing table, which is independent of the
number of ports.

V. CONCLUSION
For energy-efficient multicasting of the HGC platform based
on a custom topology, we proposed OWBM, which performs
ADB by integrating tree- and path-based multicast routing
and assigns wavelengths on the fly by referring to the state of
adjacent routers. OWBM achieved up to 67.68% throughput
improvement and 42.79% energy consumption reduction on a
32-coreHGCplatform compared to existingmulticast routing
techniques. The area and power overheads of the electrical
router owing to the added LUTs were 18.66 and 11.41%,
respectively, compared with the 5-port baseline router.
OWBM improves the throughput and energy efficiency by
allocating wavelengths and performing branching on the
fly in the route computation stage based on OSNR-aware
hybrid routing. OSNR-aware 2-stage port filtering technique
contributes to the optimization of the laser power by
improving the WC OSNR. In essence, OWBM represents a
significant advancement in the HGC platform, striking a bal-
ance between enhanced performance and minimal resource
overhead, thus providing energy-efficient communication in
multicast-intensive benchmarks. In particular, the OWBM
methodology holds significant potential for extension and
application in the realm of generative AI models using
transformers, which cause aggressive multicast intensity for
input data parallelism.
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